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Our healthcare professionals are increasingly going abroad because they do not feel settled in this country. This editorial aims to highlight the magnitude of this problem and its disastrous effects on the already weak healthcare system of Pakistan. It seeks to persuade the government to come up with urgent, research-backed solutions to prevent further brain drain.

In recent years, the brain drain of healthcare professionals from Pakistan has markedly worsened. The primary reasons for this exodus are low salaries, lack of professional growth and satisfaction, and rising psychosocial problems. These factors contribute to a growing sense of frustration, depression, and stress among healthcare workers, prompting them to seek better opportunities abroad.

The push factors driving healthcare professionals out of Pakistan are significant. Hundreds of thousands of Pakistanis are leaving for jobs abroad due to the country's financial and security issues.¹ They face disappointment with their professional experience and perceive a lack of progress or development within the country. This dissatisfaction is compounded by the allure of higher salaries, better appraisals, and more motivating work environments in other countries. As a result, Pakistani organizations are losing dedicated professionals who no longer see a future for themselves in the local healthcare system.

According to a study, more than sixty lakh highly qualified and skilled professionals left Pakistan between 1971 and 2022.² Alarmingly, in 2022 alone, the number of migrants exceeded three lakh fifty thousand. Specifically, over fifty thousand healthcare professionals emigrated during this period, with more than four thousand leaving in 2022 alone. These statistics highlight an urgent need for intervention.²

While the brain drain poses significant challenges, it also offers potential benefits. The emigrants can become a source of foreign exchange for Pakistan and may bring back valuable skills and knowledge over time. However, relying on these potential benefits without addressing the root causes of dissatisfaction and emigration is a dangerous gamble that could further weaken the healthcare system.

To address this crisis, the government must implement comprehensive strategies at various levels of governance. Improving salaries and benefits is crucial, with competitive packages that include regular appraisals and bonuses tied to performance and experience. Establishing clear career progression paths and providing opportunities for further education and professional development are also essential.³ Investing in advanced training programs and partnerships with international medical institutions can help.

This became an issue of concern, and our government should take proper steps to retain these skilled and qualified healthcare professionals, as it can lead to a fragile healthcare system in the future. Our medical professionals are leaving Pakistan to seek higher income and access to advanced medical technology abroad, exacerbating the staffing
shortage in the country's fragile healthcare system. Many research studies have already been carried out on this issue, but very few are practically implemented in our country.

Additionally, implementing robust mental health support systems to address the psychosocial issues faced by healthcare professionals is necessary. Providing access to counseling services and creating a supportive work environment can reduce stress and improve job satisfaction. More research is needed to understand the specific needs and concerns of healthcare professionals, and practical implementation of research-backed solutions is crucial to address the root causes of brain drain effectively. Creating incentives for healthcare professionals who have emigrated to return to Pakistan is another important step. This could include offering higher positions, financial incentives, and opportunities to contribute to healthcare reforms.
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The migration of healthcare professionals from Pakistan due to dissatisfaction, limited career growth, and better opportunities abroad is a pressing concern. The evidence-based analysis reveals a substantial emigration, posing a significant threat to the country's healthcare system. While creating awareness of this issue is important, it is equally crucial to provide insights and actionable solutions.

The government must act urgently to address this crisis. By improving salaries, offering career development opportunities, supporting mental health, conducting relevant research, and creating incentives for returnees, we can begin to stem the tide of emigration and strengthen our healthcare system. Only then can we hope to retain our talented healthcare professionals and ensure a robust healthcare system for the future of Pakistan.